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UNICUS
Design Prof. Matthias Rexforth

UNICUS | Model 1350 without armrests | Model 1355 with armrests     

UNICUS – stacking chair with and without armrests by Prof. Matthias Rexforth which is remarkable for its plain design and 

the exceptional comfort of its ergonomically shaped plastic shell. Due to its simple shape and its basic elegance there are 

many opportunities of use. Its shapely base structure underlines the floating character of the flexible seat shell. Different 

colours allow for diverse variations in the design. The sophisticated shape of the shell which is reflected in its high class 

plastic makes the UNICUS unique. The different surface structures on its front and back allow for a symbiosis of comfortable 

seating and timeless elegance.
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Frame

Frame made of round tube Ø 16 x 2 mm, with connecting frames made of flat steel 25 x 8 mm.

Frame surfaces

Standard version of the frame: chrome-plated, optionally powder-coated according to the BRUNE® collection.

Seat shell

Ergonomically shaped plastic shell made of polypropylene in a 2-component sandwich structure with high glass fibre 

reinforcement, which is particularly characterised by its high level of seating comfort and full recyclability.

Plastic colours

White* Slate-grey* Sky-blue* Reed green* Pure orange* Black*

* The illustrations do not provide true representations of the colours from our range. Please contact us if you are interested in seeing original samples.

Upholstery 

Fabric cover of your choice from BRUNE® fabric group 3, 4, 6, 7 or 8.

Seat / fully upholstered shell: 15 mm thick, SG/CH 35/50

(SG = specific gravity, CH = compression hardness)

Armrests upholstery

Armrests optionally padded, 200 mm long. Fabric cover according to the BRUNE® collection, fabric categories 3, 4, 6, 7 

or 8. In case of padded armrests stackability is limited.

Gliders

Standard version:  plastic gliders

Optionally:   articulated gliders with felt inlay
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Dimensions | 1350 without armrests  
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Dimensions | 1355 with armrests

Dimensions:
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Stackability 

Stacking type:    Front stapling, 6 stackable chairs

    (In case of padded armrests stackability is limited)

Required floor space:

Length:    74 cm

Width:    55 cm (without arm rests), 59 cm (with arm rests)

Row linking 

Retractable hook-eye system  

for chair-chair | chair-armchair | armchair-armchair

Accessories

Chair trolley:    Model 1995 for the transport of stacked chairs
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Certificates

TÜV Certifi cate Quality management in accordance 

with DIN EN ISO 9001

Environmental management system in 

accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001
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